TOEFL grammar exercise

Complete the following sentences.

1. Are you going to ....................... with him when you are in town?

get in touch
getting touch
get to touch
have touch

2. She was ....................... with cold when she got home.

green
red
pink
blue

3. It is Martha ....................... the phone.

in
on
at

4. Before implementing your plans, we need to
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 discuss about
 discuss over
 discuss into
 discuss

 5. Which flight is she traveling .....................?

 in
 at
 on
 for


 know
 knew
 have known
 had known

 7. Water ..................... at 100 Celsius.

 is boiling
 boils
 would boil
8. Julius Caesar is one of the early ................. of Shakespeare.

9. Those plates belong ...................... the top shelf.

10. I prefer stitching clothes for my children ..................... them in the shops.
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Answers

1. Are you going to get in touch with him when you are in town?

2. She was blue with cold when she got home.

3. It is Martha on the phone.

4. Before implementing your plans, we need to discuss them.

5. Which flight is she traveling on?

6. I have known him since 1990.

7. Water boils at 100 degree Celsius.

8. Julius Caesar is one of the early plays of Shakespeare.

9. Those plates belong on the top shelf.

10. I prefer stitching clothes for my children rather than buying them in the shops.